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About This Game

Ultra-fast VRFormula is officially here!
Feel the 300km/h sensation in VR!

Easy operations and simple rules make anyone a F1 racer!

«Features»

Outstanding operability! Maneuver your racing car as you like.

Simplified F1 rules. Anyone can easily enjoy the fun of racing in VR.

Spectacular races with 11 CPU racers!

Choose from 4 unique courses and 3 different cars.

World leaderboard to showcase your unrivalled speed！

«4 Different Courses with Unique Features！»

Oval Course: Break the limits and achieve the highest speed on oval course!
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Snake Course: Manoeuvre through crazy curves to see the waving flag first!

Technical Course: This long and complicated course requires techniques! Let's run many times and learn skills!

Central Course: It is simple, but there are many curves! The balance between accelerator and brake is important!
Continuous curve zone is the highest difficulty!

VR Formula can play even without VR device.
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Title: VR Formula
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
SAT-BOX
Publisher:
SAT-BOX
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2017
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English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Half-Life: Opposing Force is short but very fun for me ˆ˘ˆ. This game could be a lot more than what it is.

Unfortunately it simply ended up as one of the most boring "games" where you can't do anything and nothing really happens.
Also, those spaced out 'scary' parts are just not enough to keep anyone away from falling asleep.

The voices are great tho.. This game has a nice premise but I don't think it was quite what I was looking for. One of my favorite
things in the world is my music and I used to love those music players that would sprial into patterns in sync with the music and
upon the description, I learned you could shoot enemys as well.

So I loaded up the game, did some tinkering to get spotify to work and played my favorite battle soundtracks. I barely noticed a
difference in the climax and when I first started, I wouldn't move at all. After restarting the game, it finally started moving and I
hid the HUD so I could watch the colors first. While everything pulsed, it didn't quite seem in time with the music. So I gave up
on spotify and tried to add a song in directly. It added fine but again, I didn't really feel like it moved any faster or slower or
there were any big explosions of light when the songs climaxed.

I ended up running through several different options and spend a lot of time trying to fine-tune it thinking it might be possible
but to no avail. This game let me down a lot from what I was expecting. If you want to listen to some music and shoot some
things. I'd recommend finding another game and playing your music in the background. Otherwise, you'll find yourself listening
to your music shooting easy enemies in a boring but pretty universe.. One of the worst games I have ever played in my life.
Incredibly frustrating, dull yet entertaining enough to keep you playing but once you get to the frustrating stuff, you want to
smack the developers iin the face,

Minor issues: camera doesn't change angle to eye level perspective, no zoom features, making it hard to see where is what in
large towns. Map doesn't help you navigate where you need to go, so you could spend a ton of time backtracking back and forth
trying to figure out what to do next. I hate games that do that, like, I get you want to be open world or non-linear but if I don't
know where I am supposed to go next, I don't want to play the game. There's nothing fun about exploring the same areas back
and forth until you realize that roadway you couldn't see because of the terrible camera.

Major issues that made me very angry: No autosave or checkpoints. if you die, it's all over, start over wherever you last saved.
For a game that requires you to invest a lot of time, you gotta invest even more if you die. And I played on EASY mode.
Random glitches occur, sometimes I'll fall into the ground and I can't get back up to go where I need to. Just stuck in some
random render limbo. But the two biggest things that made me rage was that stupid pinball game boss and the mountain boss.
Ridiculous. The pinball boss can take over an hour because you can't get him to land where you need him to in order to win.
That was such a waste of time. And the mountain boss is even worse. First of all, the enemies there breath fire and can kill you
or your soliders within seconds. Second of all, there is a dinosaur tail that can wipe your entire army out instantly. If this
happens, you have to start all over again from the castle because you need them to climb the mountain. And the mountain itself
is hell. There is one area that can knock ALL your soliders because they're too stupid to follow orders and take cover and get hit
by the boss's beard wrecking ball.

This game is not fun, it's not well designed, the challenges don't encourage a crane machine addiction, it's just infuriating for no
reason other than to satisfy the developers' sadistic tendencies.. man I love this game. A short little program story (not a game).
Pretty trippy. Very thought provoking.. I took the white character, i got all perks and won huge

the black character lost

#WhitePrivilege
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The whole trilogy is amazing!. Do you recommend this game?
 Yes
 NOTHING IS WRONG WITH IT YOU BUY IT AND PLAY IT I BUY YOU AND PLAY YOU
 No
Can we bomb the no option for just gimbal?

. 9\/10 - if it had more songs on the soundtrack it would be a perfect 10.

Awesome game to kill some time - I use it to kill time while I'm waiting on other events (waiting for ranked league game, etc.).
Great game I loved the story the plot was very well done. Game's idea is good. Graphics are OK. Controlling is terrible. It
reminds me very first 3d games of PlayStation one. But, that's also not problem. The major problem is game is too complex and
contains too much mystery. Actually, think about someone taking you back to a small medieval age's town as a little girl. That's
it, if you want me to tell you what's the game story, or what did I understood so far. I played Witan 4 hours and I still not
understood much things yet.

Here some points that i've figured out;

  *Peasants are BAD! They will always attacked you. Don't get close to them. (Except inside of buildings.)

  *There 4 town "Greyhame" (the town you started), "Wotansburgh", "Cloakshame", and "Ravensford". There is also sign
showing the way of "Thurswood". But couldn't find that place\/town.

  *When you walk to the lake. An angel came and guide you to teleporter. (There are some kinds of creatures in the lake. Follow
or Die situation.)

  *Wishing to the well gives MP.

  *Sleeping at Inn refreshes your HP and MP.

  *You can buy herbs and spells from Herbalist. (Best spells available in Ravensford.)

  *You can buy weapons from blacksmits. (Best weapons available in Cloakshame.)

  *Fruits on the paths will heal you. (Red Fruits)

  *I realized that herbals has power. So far i know;
  -"Fly Agaric" teleports you town to town. Randomly? (Sometimes it teleports you outside to same town.)
  -"Garlic" and "Willow" gives you 5 hp.
  -"Hemlock" and "Yew" kill you instantly.
  - The other herbs still can not understand.

  *The guy in the Town Hall is important I guess, because, you have to buy drinks for him. I believe that quests will be available
after he tells you about rumors and gossips.

So, I've figured out these during the 4 hours of playing. "Saving" is really an issue. I've saved game for a couple time. But, still
don't know how did I do that. I guess it releated with some herbal. I've tried to buy all herbals after I realized that. However, still
no sing of how did i saved game. That is what i'm talking about. Retro graphics OK, yeah characters and places is are same (at
least you could design different stores for each town instead of placeing same store, with same people in every town. Controlling
character can be acceptable that's indie game. I'm supporting you. But man come onnnn. Mystery sounds good. But, THERE IS
TOO MUCH MYSTERY. Unnecesarrily mystery. Saving game is mystery, even the history is mystery come on. At least you
can give us little briefing before we start the game. At least pressing "ESC" could access to pause\/settings menu instead of
killing character. That's not fair! I've lost 65 gold when I realized that pressing "ESC" kills me. On the otherhand, I went
Wotansburgh Castle, and the guy gave me a quest to kill someone. (I couldn't understand the mission.) Then I killed by a knight
at town. Then I turned back to my save point. I went again that guy. And he said to me "This is a castle. Not a place for
children." or somthing like that. I don't understand why I can not take misson again. I guess we should buy couples of drinks to
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the guy in town hall to get rumors. I tried that also but I actually do not remember that I could take that mission again or not.
And also I went Ravenford Castle and that guy asked me "Do you want to join Ravenford Clan?" then he dueled me. Then
obviously i slaughtered by his sword. I went his castle again and I could not tak that mission again. I guess it related with the guy
in the town hall again.

Anyway, guys good and weird game with lots of unnecessary mystery. If you have obsessions to solve something you couldn't.
Yes, you will play hours, days, maybe months. However, I know many hundreds of people that they will stop playing that game
after third time of ther death. So, if you achieve, or figured out anything else please message me.

Thank You.. Man I love this game, it is nostalgia of PAPERBOY! BRILLIANT
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